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Over the past 40 years Candy and Chuck Goodwin have provided groundbreaking Undings and theoretical developments in a breath-taking number
o f fields o f research. It is hard to find any other scholar (or couple) who has
made authoritative contributions to such a wide ränge o f disciplines, including
anthropology, conversation analysis, interactional linguistics, sociolinguistics,
Professional discourse, sociology o f work, sociology o f knowledge, gesture studies,
psychology o f rehabilitation, aphasiology, pedagogy... Since I cannot Claim to be
a polymath, I must restrict my contribution to the point o f view o f an analyst o f
social interaction. Next to Harvey Sacks, Emmanuel Schegloff, Gail Jefferson and
John Heritage, Chuck Goodwin has been the m ost important representative o f
the world-wide leading approach to social interaction, i.e. conversation analysis
(CA). From an American, “classical” conversation analytic perspective, it may
seem to be questionable to include Goodwin in CA. From a European perspective,
however, the Goodwinian approach complements the focus on sequential
analysis and talk-in-interaction developed in classical conversation analysis in
important ways with its emphasis on the importance o f the simultaneous Orders
of multimodal conduct, being crucial for the Organization o f participation, action
and understanding in interaction.

Multimodal Interaction: Participation frameworks,
contextual configurations and the role of simultaneity
beyond generic action (sequences)
My own perspective is a second generation perspective. My first personal
encounter with Chuck dates from 2004. It was in Bielefeld when he was invited to
a research group on communication o f anxiety at the Center for Interdisciplinary
Research ZIF. It was a data session on a patient with an anxiety disorder. I was a bit
puzzled at first, and then increasingly amazed to see how Chuck insisted to replay
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the same tiny snippet o f the Video over and over again. It was thrilling to witness
somebody analysing data who was convinced that he will find something, without
knowing still what it will turn out to be, trusting in the prosperity o f his method
and his genius. I do not remember what actually came out. But for me, although
having been trained in CA and objective hermeneutics, it was a subverting
experience to witness som ebody treating data in all o f their phenomenological
wealth o f some seconds in such minute detail: gaze, facial expressions, changes o f
posture, movements o f all body parts - and, to be sure, this for the behaviours o f
all participants in their synchronicity and asynchrony. Chuck’s approach meant
to discard the safe guideline o f talk and text, i.e. the transcript as a given entity,
on which to build the analysis. Being raised in psychology, a discipline for which
following a standardized method is the prime concern, this radical approach to
data was a puzzling challenge. It meant to work without any methodological a
priori filter, but rather with the m ission to account for order at all points (Sacks
1984), thus practicing and in some ways each time inventing anew a methodology
which really fits the data by aligning with each o f their details.
Chuck’s approach reminded m e o f the Husserlian phenomenological
imperative, “auf die ‘Sachen selbst’ zurückgehen” (‘go back to the things themselves,’ Husserl 1984(1901]). For Husserl, somewhat paradoxically, but understandably, given his Kantian heritage (see Husserl 1976(1936]; cf. N enon 2005),
this meant to focus on the ways in which the subjective experience o f things is
constituted - starting from the observation o f attentional processes and analysing
the notional structure o f the accomplishment o f judgments (i.e. assertions).
Chuck, in contrast, was interested in the things themselves - the things for him,
o f course, being social actions in the full richness o f their observable details. This
importandy includes behavioral moments which ränge well below what is usually
considered as an “action” as we know it from speech act theory (cf. Searle 1969)
and also from CA (cf. ScheglofF2007). So, e.g. the joint construction o f a nominal
phrase (G oodwin 1979), a body m ovem ent to adjust one’s visual field to the
partner’s action (Goodwin 2003) or the layering o f different meanings for different
recipients within one turn (Goodwin 1979), building on different presuppositions
and incorporating their simultaneous responses became focal objects o f Chuck’s
interactional research. The Goodwinian approach to social interaction thus
on the one hand withdraws “action” from centre stage, if we understand by
“action” generic types o f illocutionary acts. Chuck instead opened our minds to
a richer understanding o f “action”, focusing on affective and epistemic stance,
semiotic and material properties, management o f attention, embodied behaviour
and participation (Goodwin 2000). Our understanding o f “action” thus has
been enriched and revised by focusing on aspects which are disregarded in an
abstractive, building block understanding o f social actions that sees local actions
as the implementation o f abstract types o f actions.
Another main contribution to a wider understanding o f action in interaction
is Chuck’s notion o f “co-operative action” (Goodwin 2013; 2018). W hile this
may sound Gricean at first, echoing his “co-operative principle” (cf. Grice 1975),
appealing to joint goal Orientation or even altruism, Chuck’s interest and his
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observations are rather about responsive uptake and Variation. Building on the
conversation analytic understanding o f sequential actions, as John Heritage
(1984) put it, being both “context-shaped” and “context-renewing”, Chuck set out
to show how people’s actions rely on others“prior actions - both on immediately
prior talk and on predecessors remote in time and even not known personally.
Here a Bakhtinian and an anthropological perspective enter the picture. Together
with the sequential and microscopic view o f everyday encounters, they yield the
insight that action is never fully autonomous, but depending on, profiting from
and building on others’ actions without being determined by them. Chuck does
not paint a linear, rational and teleological picture o f social Cooperation. His
view is nevertheless deeply humanistic in showing how every individual move
in a social exchange and also well beyond is irreducibly tied to a web o f social
resources, available meanings and praxeological and semiotic in situ conditions,
which the subject as a locus o f agency finds itself both thrown into and equipped
with for situated use. Still, this is not a story o f a pre-determined machinery.
Rather, the agent’s capacity to recombine well-known materials, to create new
meanings by recontextualization o f an inherited structure, and to play with and
subvert expectations in ways which index and confirm their social currency attest
to motivated freedom which allows for displays o f individual subjectivity.
Both microgenetically in an interactional sequence and phylogenetically,
subjective uptake and its social response account for the development o f new
forms o f social conduct and material products. Chuck's theory o f co-operative
action thus is an attempt to derive both the emergence o f the most mundane
encounters and o f large societal trajectories from the same basic principles o f
reusing, combining and modifying prior social actions in various time scales.
In this way, he does not only account for the structures o f social interaction,
but also for the development o f social organizations and institutions, Symbol
use, pedagogy and socialization (Goodwin 2018). Chuck’s study o f co-operative
action can be seen as an empirical articulation and fleshing-out o f George Herbert
Mead’s fundamental ideas of the emergence of identity and social structures from
social interaction (Mead 2015 [1934]). O f course, this perspective extends well
beyond the ränge o f the phenomena that we usually deal with as interaction
analysts. Speculative as this account may be, and necessarily must be, Chuck offers
a stunning overall theoretical framework, which lays out a comprehensive theory
o f co-operative action as a specifically human capacity. It is an anthropological
theory, in which embodied practice in its own right is assigned the leading role in
the emergence o f human culture. This is in contradistinction to theories that assign
faculties o f cognition or language as foundations for explaining what it means to
be human. Still, unlike other practice-theorists, Chuck is not anti-cognitivist or
anti-linguistic. Rather he relocates language and cognition in practice, showing
how they are enacted, displayed, interwoven and tied to material, bodily practices
and socially structured spatial environments.
In the outset I have claimed to belong to a second generation, i.e. a generation
who has built important parts o f their work on the approach developed by the
Goodwins, Christian Heath, Adam Kendon and Jürgen Streeck. In Europe, quite
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a large group o f researchers has been strongly inspired by the Goodwins’ work.
Among them, Lorenza Mondada has to be mentioned first, because she has taken
the lead in developing and promoting the analysis o f embodied interaction, both
methodologically and conceptually. Chucks work has had an enormous influence
also on the scholars from Linköping, Per Linell, Asta Cekaite and Mathias
Broth, and equally on Helen Melander, Elwys de Stefani, Anja Stukenbrock,
Paul Mcllvenny, Spencer Hazel, Christian Mortensen, Tim o Kaukomaa and
many others. The reception o f Chuck’s work has considerably increased in the
last 15 years. From early on, the Goodwins have approached social interaction,
as multimodal, bodily interaction by using video-data o f naturally occurring
activities in different social settings. Being rather marginalized in the beginning,
their approach has moved to the centre o f research on social interaction over
the years, at least in Europe. As this festschrift documents, it has increasingly
been adopted in and also beyond conversation analysis and the ethnography o f
communication. Today, the Goodwins are widely recognized as leading founders
and developers o f this approach to social interaction and o f the m ethodology o f
video-based fieldwork. They have becom e especially influential for the younger
generation o f researchers, who are intrigued by this theoretically comprehensive,
technologically highly skilled and m ethodologically rigid approach to social
interaction.
The Goodwins have shown us that to consider interaction as “multimodal”
entails at least four major changes in our understanding o f “interaction”:
•
•

•

•

Human interaction is embodied practice - and not disembodied speech
or even text as captured in a transcript.
Various kinds o f material resources are integrals parts o f social action in
space - as opposed to the intellectualization which the textualizing focus
on talk only and its meaning brings along.
Simultaneity enters the picture in addition to sequentiality: Various bodily
and material resources are temporally coordinated and the construction of
turns-at-talk themselves is already interactively informed, incorporating
recipients’ ongoing responses.
For m onomodal, voice-only communication, the model o f ‘speakerhearer’, which still dominates the thinking o f m ost scholars dealing
with social interaction, may do. But the Goodwins have shown us that
in em bodied face-to-face interaction, interactional structure is built by
participants and not only by Speakers.

It was Goffman’s insight that neither Speakers nor recipients are uniformly aligned
to interactive exchanges (Goffman 1979). The Goodwins built on his notions o f
production format and participation Status and reinterpreted them in a dynamic
way, reanalysing participation as a mom ent-by-m om ent accomplishment
(Goodwin, Goodwin 2004). Most importantly, they have shown that once we
are analysing video-data o f social interaction, the inadequacy o f the speakerhearer-model becomes evident. The Goodwins forged the GoflFmanian notion
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to a conceptual tool which is able to elucidate the peculiarities o f activities
like conversational story-telling (Goodwin 2007a), to reveal how contextual
configurations impinge on interaction and how participation is enacted in
interactional space (Goodwin 2000; 2003; 2007b). Ih eir work on participation
is therefore not only closely linked to Goffman, it also takes up Adam Kendons
work on bodily formations in space (Kendon 1979). The notion o f participation
reveals and allows us to trace the complexities o f interactional conduct which
remain unnoticed and cannot be captured by a speaker-hearer-model. The
indispensability o f a notion o f participation becomes evident especially if we are
dealing with multi-party interaction and several lines o f co-existing joint actions
(‘multi-activity,’ Mondada 2014).
Extract 1 from an emergency drill of Professional paramedics (see Deppermann
2014) is an instance o f multi-activity in a multi-party participation framework in
which the use o f material object is closely intertwined with talk. There are two
simultaneous projects in progress: firstly, the officer-in-chief (OCH) announces to
the patient (PAT), who is lying on the floor and whose head is held steady by the
first assistant (AS1), that a cervical collar will be attached to his neck; secondly,
the second assistant (AS2) prepares the cervical collar, being monitored by OCH.

Figure 1. OCH (right) points at PAT’s neck, while AS2 (left) holds patient’s neck and AS1
(in the back) prepares cervical collar.
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(1)

204
205

( F O L K _ 0 13 6 _ S E _ 0 1 _ T _ 0 1 _ D F _ 0 1 _ 0 2 : 0 4 - 0 2 : 14)

OCH:

mir s guckan jatz ERSCHT mal

OCH:

gazes at PAT, touches his arrr.

OCH:

we w i l l f i r s t s e e

dass ma dia *HALS#wirbals*ula Abstützan-=*

t h a t we Support th e c e r v i c a l s p in e

........... *poJnts at PAT's collar------ *
#Figure 2

206

PAT:

«tjaHA, ]

207

OCH:

[un*_dar] kollEG dar macht da #GRAD-*

OCH :

...*gazes and points twice at cervical collar*
#Figure 2

208

OCH:

yes

and th e c o l le a g u e he i s j u s t p r e p a r in g

*(1.2)*

*circular pointing gesture*

209

AS2:

mh:>

210

OCH:

«h *so_na HALSkrausa fartisch,

OCH :

...'gazes at FAI, touches his aris-- >

211

212

213

uh

a

ce rv ica l c o lla r

OCH:

dia* ziah mar ihna dann *AN,=

OCH:

- - > * ................... * 'coks at cervical co" lar

PAT:

=oKAY,

OCH

(0.3)*
----- >*

then we w i l l d r e s s you in i t

and reaches for it-- >

okay

Each o f the two projects (the announcem ent to the patient and the preparation
o f the cervical collar) involves a participation framework o f its own with
different participants contributing. OCH, however, participates in both projects
simultaneously. He makes his announcement to PAT and thereby also Orients his
team-mates to the next joint action o f attaching the cervical collar (204-205).
Düring his announcement, OCH gazes at PAT and touches his arm, then points
to his neck (figure 1).
As OCH expands his announcem ent by explaining that AS2 is about to
prepare the cervical collar for use (207-211), OCH shifts his bodily Orientation
towards AS2: He gazes and points at the collar (208, figure 2).
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Figure 2. OCH talks to PAT while pointing at cervical collar and monitoring AS2.

In doing so, OCH is involved in two joint projects simultaneously: He informs
PAT about the upcoming action and he monitors the state o f AS2’s preparation
of this action. OCH transforms his gesture directed to the cervical collar from a
straight point to a down and up pointing movement, followed by a circular point.
The circular movement transforms the gestural meaning: It is not simply used
to direct PAT’s attention to the cervical collar anymore, but it becomes an iconic
gesture, which simultaneously instructs AS2 how to adjust the size o f the cervical
collar to the size of PAT’s neck.
We can see in extract 1 how OCH uses talk, gaze and gesture to participate
in two joint projects (Clark 1996) with two participation frameworks at once.
In this short extract, all three modalities are devoted to one project at certain
moments (i.e., announcing the next action of the team to PAT). In other moments,
there is a division o f labor between the resources: Talk is used for keeping the
PAT informed, while gaze and gestural enactment are used for monitoring and
instructing AS2 in the project o f preparing the collar. Interestingly, a gesture
here gains a dual function, playing different roles in two joint projects: The same
gesture figures as a referential point with respect to informing PAT, while at the
same time, it serves to pantomime the action OCH requests from AS2.
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Professional Vision: Vision as social action and its relevance
to practical action
If we believe Google Scholar, Chuck’s m ost widely cited paper is “Professional
Vision” (Goodwin 1994). Part o f its success is already explained by its ingenious
title, which is already worth a theory: Vision is not a purely cognitive, individual,
pre-linguistic process. It is entrained, socialized and linguistically informed;
it is tied to social criteria for more or less skilled, and more or less adequate
perceptions and by this it is a major ingredient o f being a competent member
o f som e expert group. “Human cognition is shaped through ongoing historical
practices” (Goodwin 1994).
Chuck’s work on Professional Vision overcomes the dichotomy o f perception
vs. action, which are largely unrelated in the leading psychological accounts
(e.g. Bruce et al. 2003; Gibson’s ecological approach may be a notable exception,
Gibson 1979). Adapting Dan Slobin’s dictum o f “thinking for speaking” (Slobin
1987), Chuck shows and studies “vision for action”. Especially in his tremendous
paper on “the blackness o f black” (G oodwin 1997), he shows how criteria for
perceiving are intertwined with the use o f tools, synaesthesia with other perceptive
modalities, verbal accounts and metaphors, and the relevancies o f what he calls a
“situated activity System” (Goodwin 1997). He shows how within the context o f
the Professional goals and requirements o f action, certain kinds o f perceptions lay
the ground for next Steps o f actions to take.
In Chuck’s studies o f the archaeologists, the geologists, the oceanographers and
other professions, he has always paid primary attention to moments o f instruction
and learning. Although his observations will be m ost relevant for pedagogy, it
seems to me that he is not so much interested in teaching and learning as such.
What matters to him is rather the insight which learning contexts yield for a
deeper understanding o f the social practices to be learnt. Just like Garfinkei used
breaching experiments in order to tease out the tacit, taken-for-granted rules and
expectations o f everyday sense-making (Garfinkei 1967), Chuck uses learning
contexts in order to elucidate fine-grained aspects o f practical skills, underlying
assumptions and leading expectations which remain, invisible and are not
topicalized by fully competent actors. The genetic perspective o f instruction and
correction thus allows us to inspect the precise and complex composition o f what
runs smoothly and seems unremarkable once it is fully mastered.
Driving school data are a good object for studying professional vision.
Acquiring professional vision is a prime concern in this context: Drivers
continuously have to monitor the traffic, the surface and the course o f the road,
road signs and traffic lights, pedestrians, etc. As in other contexts, to acquire skills
o f professional vision includes to know what to monitor (what is relevant?), to
know how to interpret and assess what is seen (what do I see?), to know when
monitoring is obligatory (when to look where?), and to coordinate monitoring and
other activities such as reverse parking, turning at an intersection, or overtaking
(Deppermann et al. In press). Professional vision is especially important in order
to be able to anticipate others’ future actions by identifying cues for them early
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%S ( 0 . 4 )

+ (0.1) * (0.6) *

(0.3)#

* § ( 0 . 1 ) + ( 0 . 2 ) + ( 0 . 2 ) §%

stu %steers right-------------------------------------------stu §looks ahead------------------------ §looks back------- §
i n s ------------- - looks STU------------------- >.....•new streer->
ins
* . . . .*2 fingersnaps*
#figure 10
08
§ (0 .2 )§
(0 .6 )
stu

looks new Street------>

Figure 10. INS snips backwards, while STU looks right into new Street.

Before arriving at the intersection, INS monitors the interior mirror (Figure 3),
then he looks at STU to see if she also does so (01, Figure 4). In 03-04 INS,
uses pointing gestures to instruct STU to look at the interior (Figure 5) and right
mirror; then he knocks at the right window (04, Figure 6) in order to remind her
to look to the right (cf. Björklund In press). STU follows his gestures by looking
into the directions INS has indexed. In 05-06, STU then monitors the traffic by
a right-left-right-left sequence o f gazes into the Crossing road (Figures 7-9). She
stops the car and changes gears when looking left for first time, while INS also
monitors the traffic and observes how she changes gears. STU looks ahead while
turning right into the new Street (07). INS observes her move and produces two
finger-snaps to the right backwards (Figure 10), meaning that STU has failed to
do a shoulder check; STU now looks back (07).
The extract beautifully shows how drivers looking is a public, observable
activity. It is neither just individual perception nor a purely cognitive process. An
important part o f driving instruction rests on this public availability o f looking
activities: INS monitors how the Student monitors what INS has monitored.
This reflexive relationship is em bodied by the instructor’s monitoring series o f
‘monitoring traffic - monitoring STUs monitoring - instructing monitoring’.
The extract so far has exhibited a dense interactive coordination o f looking and
driving accomplished by INS and STU without any words, just by using visual
cues (gestures) and auditory cues (knocking, snipping). In doing so, INS adapts
his signalling to the limitations o f mutual visual monitoring which apply because
o f the side-by-side position o f the participants in the car. The spatially-sensitive
recipient design o f the INS’s auditory gestures o f knocking and snipping nicely
shows how instructions have to be produced in a way as to be able to be monitored
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themselves (cf. Heath et al. 2002) - monitoring is used as a reciprocally assessable
resource. Monitoring is intimately coordinated with driving actions (gearing,
braking, operating the steering wheel, adjusting speed). INS’s looking patterns,
but also STU’s gazes, show how monitoring is anticipatory and action-serving: It
is used to identify dangers and obstacles related to intended next driving actions.
There are normative ways of looking which are taught as part o f competent Vision.
These are normative prerequisites for action: There are obligatory monitoring
sequences for certain driving activities. Among them are the mirror routine when
turning right before reaching an intersection (look into interior mirror - right
mirror - indicate to the right); the routine to look left-right-left when stopping at
an intersection in order to turn right; the need to check the right mirror and the
blind spot immediately before turning.

The continuation of this extract shows that turning at an intersection does not
only require monitoring the traffic behind and the traffic that might be Crossing,
but also road signs and the course of the new Street ahead. In our extract, most
importantly, this means to inspect the ground, i.e. the surface o f the Street, for
road-markings and to anticipate the trajectory o f the new Street even beyond a
next intersection.
09 INS *§guck auf_n BOden;*
lo o k a t th e ground
ins *points to Street ahead*
10 INS guck auf_n BOden,
lo o k a t th e ground

11

(1.

2)

12 INS guck auf_n !BO!den?
lo o k a t th e ground
13
(0.5)
14 INS h_nä,
uh?
15
(0.1)% (0.4)
stu
imoves fingers to andicatcr---->
16 INS JA,
yes
17
(0.4) + (0.5)
ins
* looks at SIU's fingers---->
18 INS JA,
yes
19
(0.2) * (0.2) +
ins
‘prepares to brake---------- >
ins
tlooks ahead---------- >
20 STU §RÜber?§
to th e o th e r la n e
etu locks at INS§

21

(0 .2 ) * ( 1 .1 )*

i n s --- >*brakes*
22 INS [((dental dick))]
23 STU [hm]
24 STU WAS haben wir §*im unterricht immer gesagt;*
w h a t h a v e we a l w a y s s a i d i n t h e l e s s o n s ?
st u
Icoks puzzled-------------- >
ins
‘changes gear--------------- *
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WKDWVKH LVDEOHWR LQIHUWKHFRUUHFWGULYLQJGHFLVLRQIURPZKDWVKHVHHVRQWKH
URDG,16UHDFWVE\VWRSSLQJWKHFDUDQGLQLWLDWHVDNQRZOHGJHFKHFN  
678GRHVQRWZLGHUVWDQGZKDWKHH[SHFWVIURPKHUKHKDVQRWUHVSRQGHGWRKHU
FRQILUPDWLRQFKHFNµWRWKHRWKHU ODQH ¶  ZKLFKDGGUHVVHGWKHUHOHYDQWGULYLQJ
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assumption. After INS increasingly narrows down his instruction, now asking a
polar interrogative (30), STU realizes that there is a Street running straight on
ahead o f the next intersection (35). In 42, STU finally arrives at the conclusion to
change lanes. This is what INS expected her to do already immediately after they
had turned into the new Street (43).
This led to a post-instructional argument. INS argued that STU could have
identified in advance the need to change lanes if she had looked sufficiently far
ahead:
44
45

ins

und DEN hättest du vorher *schon sehen könnten,=
and you c o u ld have seen t h i s a lr e a d y b e fo r e

*points down---- *points aheaa-->

=wenn du da #WEIT* genug reinguckst,
i f you lo o k f a r enough i n t o i t

*,,,,,,

ins ---------------#f:gure ii

Figure 11. INS points forward beyond next intersection.
46

(.) UND,
and
SOBALD du es erkenn*st,
a s soon as you r e c o g n iz e i t

47
48

ins

*beat

gesture-->

das* ABänderst.
change i t
ins -->J
49
°h du fähr*s ein*fach #STUPF* auf der rechten seite-=
y o u j u s t d r i v e PRT on t h e r i g h t s i d e
* .... *point s R --- * , ,
50

51

#f: gure

ii

=und dat GEHT nicht;
a n d t h i s d o e s n ' t w o rk
du mus*st *WEI:: :#t*er gucken was da auf der Straße is,

you must look further what there is on the Street
*...*p cin o s

ahead*,,,,,,,,,,,

# f i g u r e 13
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Figure 12. INS points right.

Figure 13. INS points beyond next Crossing.
52
°hh
53
(0.7)
54 INS JA,

yes

INS explains how STU has to look ahead when entering a new Street: He points first
to the ground, indexing the road markings (44), then ahead to the Street beyond
the junction (45, figure 11) and finally reformulates his argument as a general rule
(51), again with a point (Figure 13). ‘Looking ahead’ (“weit(er) gucken”, 45) is a
prime concept to which driving instructors recurrently appeal. Different kinds of
visual information (on road markings and on trajectory o f the Street) have to be
combined to infer a driving decision: Change lane in order to drive on straight.
Monitoring has a temporally organized normativity: In order to be able to take
and perform driving decisions in time, early looking is needed. ‘Looking ahead’
combines its literal visual meaning with an inferential, anticipatory meaning:
Visually looking ahead is the necessary means for anticipating (future) conditions
which are decisive for choosing the right driving actions.
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Our analysis has shown how a m ost mundane action like turning right at
an intersection when driving a car is much more than just a series o f practical
actions. It requires Professional Vision in the sense that relevant objects, moments
and sequences o f monitoring as well as decisions built on it have to be learnt
as a socially organized skill. Its competent exercise is normatively required,
accountable and instructable. The praxeological complexity o f this procedure
owes m ost to an intricate pattern o f visual monitoring. This has to be adapted
to the specific situated conditions and must be sm oothly coordinated with the
driving actions themselves. Vision in this context is almost always temporally
transcendent and future-oriented: It is used to anticipate what is likely to happen
next and it provides the most important grounds for deciding on next driving
actions.

Chuck's legacy
W hen we had appointed “Multimodal interaction” as the Conference theme for
the International Conference on Conversation Analysis (ICCA10) in Mannheim
in 2010, it was the most obvious choice to invite Chuck as a plenary Speaker. Still,
it took me some hard persuasive work to convince Chuck that it was imperative
that he gave the plenary. Two o f the great personal qualities which many people
admire in Chuck and Candy are Understatement and modesty. Chuck obviously
did not imagine the enormous and rapidly growing impact his work has made
on the European CA-community, at least since the early years o f the millennium.
Thus he did not anticipate how eager people were to see and hear him. When
he finally agreed, he was acdaimed as a leading figure o f an enhanced take on
social interaction, encouraging his audience to attend to the full richness o f
its bodily and temporal, its semiotic and cultural details. While the call to a
holistic understanding o f social practice has been voiced earlier, the Goodwins
were pioneers in showing how a Programme o f this kind can be implemented
analytically by d o se analysis o f video-data and which kinds o f insights it will
yield. Having given his speech, Chuck was overwhelmed by the response by both
experienced scholars and a great audience o f young researchers who chose the
Goodwins’ work as a point o f reference for their future aspirations. I guess it
was a day to remember for Chuck. His perception o f his own position within the
com m unity was essentially altered, realizing that he finally got the recognition
which he had deserved already for a long time. And which is surely here to stay
for the decades to come.
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